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New WMS in just two weeks: Festo Microtechnology AG optimizes its warehouse processes
Festo Microtechnology AG
moved into a new production
facility with an integrated
logistics center in 2013.
Since this time, the logistics
processes within this center
have been supported by
ASSIST4 Warehouse
Management from AEB. The
system boasts a high level of
adaptability – and a rapid
implementation time, going
live in just two weeks.
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advantages to managing the customs
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procedures with AEB. It used to be a
time-consuming task to download
the electronic customs clearance
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Name: Festo Microtechnology AG
Industry: Automation technology
(supplier)
Employees: 100

Construction of a new production
facility with warehouse
Search for a flexible, efficient
warehouse management system
Desire for easy administration
Export declarations managed by
an external service provider

Introduction of ASSIST4 WMS as
a SaaS solution (software as a
service)
Hosting in the AEB data center
Insourcing of export processes and
automated processing through the
ATC :: AES software solution

Rapid implementation
Efficient inventory management
Minimal error rate
Overview of all pending stock
putaway and removal orders and
postings

